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Primarch Magnus the Red of the Thousand Sons Legion has made a terrible mistake that threatens the very security of Terra.
They found one of the once-secret training grounds on Caelor - Calth - and destabilized the infrastructure built to study void

wars. This led to an unprecedented increase in weapons and ambitions in the warp. Huge temples, primarchs, artifacts and other
riches were at the disposal of his soldiers, and they showed that they could afford it. However, the incident on Calth provoked
widespread civil unrest, and more Legionnaires were drawn to the place, and Chaos intervened in the conflict. Several planets

were devastated, and devastated cities turned into places where new creatures like desert beasts appear. The Ultramar army
crossed over to Caelor. The Word Bearers have secretly concocted charges that, when activated, destroy planets in the universe,

known as "Supernova Downfall", and have made plans to use them to take over new worlds. Faced with increasingly intense
resistance from Ultramar, the Icon Bearers massacred the others and burned Calth to the ground. The tunnel to the warp has
opened, and the fallen Ultramarines now rot in the void. Garro leads them into the heart of the warp to stop the Thousand

Sons.In the original comic, Martin Scorsese attaches metal spikes to Garro's sleeve. "Son of Fulgrim" (and also "He ascends the
throne") is the third series about the adventures of the legendary Death Guard. Editor: Robert Hunter, John McGuinness

Translation: Veniamin Martovsky, Maya Sipacheva, Alexander Smulka, Andrey Kabysh the series is completely devoted to
uncompromising battles with enemies, one way or another connected with Chaos. A small fragment of the original comic from

Sauron Park. Overcomes the forces of Darkness and defeats it. Original comic from Sawyer Park. Captain Curze became a
Christian. The Green Man appears in the fourth season, playing the role of a meta manager. On October 26, 2015, Captain
America: Civil War, directed by Marvel Studios Chris Marker, is released in Russian cinemas. The film features the first

footage of some Marvel Comics characters: Black Canary and The Man
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